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Set in a small town in Switzerland, The Pledge centers around the murder of a young girl and the detective who promises the victim’s mother he will
find the perpetrator. After deciding the wrong man has been arrested for the crime, the detective lays a trap for the real killer—with all the patience
of a master fisherman.
Fred's Place: Friedrich Durrenmatt: The Pledge, novel and film
Friedrich Dürrenmatt (German: [ˈfriːdrɪç ˈdʏrənˌmat]; 5 January 1921 – 14 December 1990) was a Swiss author and dramatist. He was a proponent of
epic theatre whose plays reflected the recent experiences of World War II. The politically active author's work included avant-garde dramas,
philosophical crime novels, and macabre satire.
The Pledge by Durrenmatt Friedrich - AbeBooks
“The Pledge” was directed by Sean Penn and was released in 2001. But Penn’s screen adaption was not the first one. In 1957, Dürrenmatt was
assigned to script a TV movie, which should address the topic of sexual offenses on children.
Editions of The Pledge by Friedrich Dürrenmatt
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Edgar Allan Poe's seminal story "Murders in the Rue Morgue" and Friedrich Durrenmatt's fast-moving novel "The Pledge" are, in many ways, the
hundred-year bookends of the genre. And by the way, as good as the film version of "The Pledge" is, the novel is better! One person found this
helpful 0 Comment Report abuse
The Pledge by Friedrich Dürrenmatt
Matthews is a gifted detective but his clinical approach makes him unpopular with his colleagues. When a child is murdered, he risks everything to
solve the...
The Pledge, Dürrenmatt, Agee
At the debut of his first play, It Is Written, fights broke out in the audience—a response. that Friedrich Dürrenmatt (1921-1990) no. doubt saw as a
sign of. the public's successful. engagement with his. drama. Dürrenmatt’s.
The Pledge by Friedrich Durrenmatt (2000, Paperback) for ...
Friedrich Dürrenmatt was born on January 5, 1921 in Konolfingen, Switzerland as Friedrich Josef Dürrenmatt. He was a writer and director, known for
The Pledge (2001), It Happened in Broad Daylight (1958) and The Cold Light of Day (1996). He was married to Charlotte Kerr and Lotti Geißler. He
died on December 14, 1990 in Neuchâtel, Switzerland.
The Pledge: Requiem for the Detective Novel - Wikipedia
Edgar Allan Poe's seminal story "Murders in the Rue Morgue" and Friedrich Durrenmatt's fast-moving novel "The Pledge" are, in many ways, the
hundred-year bookends of the genre. And by the way, as good as the film version of "The Pledge" is, the novel is better! One person found this
helpful 5.0 out of 5 stars Unique Ambience.
Amazon.com: The Pledge (9780226174372): Friedrich ...
The Pledge (German: Das Versprechen) is a crime novella by Swiss author Friedrich Dürrenmatt, published in 1958. Dürrenmatt uses a first-person
narrative to insert himself into a frame story as a writer of detective fiction.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: The Pledge
Set in a small town in Switzerland, The Pledge centers around the murder of a young girl and the detective who promises the victim's mother he will
find the perpetrator. After deciding the wrong man has been arrested for the crime, the detective lays a trap for the real killer-with all the patience
of a master fisherman.

The Pledge Friedrich Durrenmatt
The Pledge (German: Das Versprechen) is a crime novella by Swiss author Friedrich Dürrenmatt, published in 1958, after Dürrenmatt thought that
his previous movie script, Es geschah am hellichten Tag ("It happened in broad daylight") did not have a realistic ending. That made-for-television
story had demanded an ending in line with that of a typical detective story.
The Pledge by Friedrich Durrenmatt : Friedrich Durrenmatt ...
The Pledge by Friedrich Durrenmatt. Here Friedrich Dürrenmatt conveys his brilliant ear for dialogue and a devastating sense of timing and
suspense. Joel Agee’s skilled translation effectively captures the various voices in the original, as well as its chilling conclusion. One of Dürrenmatt’s
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most diabolically imagined and constructed novels,...
Friedrich Dürrenmatt - Wikipedia
The Pledge. "The Swiss essayist Friedrich Dürrenmatt (1921-90) was a prolific writer of detective novels with a low regard for detective fiction. ’You
set up your stories logically, like a chess game: all the detective needs to know is the rules, he replays the moves of the game, and checkmate, the
criminal is caught and justice has triumphed.
The Pledge by Friedrich D&#252;rrenmatt - Postmodern Mystery
The Pledge – Friedrich Dürrenmatt. I need to start at the beginning though: Friedrich Dürrenmatt was a Swiss dramatist and writer, who died in 1990
aged 69. He was an early proponent of ‘epic theatre’, of which Bertolt Brecht was the most influential author, and besides a host of successful plays,
he wrote several novels,...
Friedrich Dürrenmatt: The Pledge - Das Versprechen ...
The Pledge focuses, as does the “detective story proper” and indeed the “cosy murder mystery,” on the process of detection rather than on the
murder itself, but the process of detection in Dürrenmatt’s novel is very much not about instilling in the law-abiding citizen a comfortable or cozy
sense of order restored; rather it is aimed at shaking the law-abiding citizen out of any belief that order can seriously exist in a world where chance
is so often the ultimate arbiter.
Requiem for the Detective Novel: Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s ...
In The Pledge, like his play which I mentioned earlier, Durrenmatt gives us a situation in which an individual is placed at risk in order to benefit the
group. One of the significant differences between the novel and the film is the way the officer sets up his trap for the killer.
The Visit by Friedrich Dürrenmatt Plot Summary | LitCharts
Editions for The Pledge: 0226174379 (Paperback published in 2006), 3423013907 (Paperback published in 2001), 8807811421 (Paperback published
in 2003), (P...
The Pledge: Amazon.co.uk: Friedrich Dürrenmatt, Joel Agee ...
The Visit Summary. Following their walk in the woods, Claire and Ill return to the Golden Apostle, where a banquet is being held in Claire’s honor.
The Mayor makes a speech lionizing the billionairess in an obvious grab for money. Claire is unmoved by the insincere speech, but she nevertheless
pledges one billion dollars to the town.
The Pledge by Friedrich Durrenmatt | Strand Magazine
"The Pledge", by Friedrich Durrenmatt, translated to English by Joel Agee. Originally published 1956, Verlag der Arche, Zurich Switzerland. This is a
later, November 2000 emission from Berkley Boulevard, division of Penguin, New York. Published as a follow-up to the Warner Brothers movie of the
same name.
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